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How to easily check your transactions

in Xero before you lodge the BAS

Although there are several ways to check your transactions before you lodge your

BAS in Xero, one way to do it is by using the “Detailed Account Transaction Report”.

This report allows you to see at a glance what a transaction is, which account it

a�ects and what type of GST tax is attributed to it. From there, you can easily

rectify errors and amend any details as necessary before lodging your BAS. It is

important to check your transactions prior to lodgement, rather than just accepting

the data in your Xero �le at face value. 

Here is our step-by-step guide about how to use this report from Xero.

Any questions about this, please get in touch.
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How to Submit your
Job Requests to us
You can send us your job

requests by using this

form. You can also send

related documents in the

same form. Cool!

Super Guarantee to
Increase to 10%
From 1st July 2021, the

Super Guarantee rate will

increase to 10%.

BAS & Bookkeeping
Services – Aren’t
They The Same
Thing?
If you want to be a

bookkeeper in today’s

environment and abide by

the Tax Agent Services Act

2009, you will need to ask

yourself a question: What

sorts of services do I want to

provide to my clients?
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you
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out here.
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